Les paul parts diagram

Free Wiring Diagram. Assortment of gibson les paul wiring schematic. A wiring diagram is a
simplified traditional pictorial representation of an electric circuit. It reveals the parts of the
circuit as streamlined shapes, as well as the power as well as signal connections in between the
tools. A wiring diagram typically provides info regarding the relative position as well as plan of
devices as well as terminals on the gadgets, to help in building or servicing the device. A
photographic diagram would reveal more information of the physical appearance, whereas a
wiring diagram utilizes an extra symbolic notation to emphasize interconnections over physical
look. A wiring diagram is usually used to troubleshoot issues and also making certain that all
the links have actually been made and that every little thing is existing. Click on the image to
enlarge, and then save it to your computer by right clicking on the image. An initial appearance
at a circuit diagram might be confusing, but if you can review a train map, you could check out
schematics. The purpose is the exact same: obtaining from factor A to direct B. Literally, a
circuit is the path that permits power to flow. Voltage: Gauged in volts V , voltage is the stress
or pressure of electricity. This is typically supplied by a battery such as a 9V battery or keys
power, the outlets in your house run at V. Electrical outlets in other nations operate at a various
voltage, which is why you need a converter when traveling. Existing: Current is the circulation
of electrical power, or more particularly, the flow of electrons. It is measured in Amperes Amps ,
as well as could only stream when a voltage supply is connected. Resistance: Determined in
Ohms R or O , resistance defines how conveniently electrons could stream with a product.
Materials such as gold or copper, are called conductors, as they easily permit flow of movement
low resistance. Plastic, timber, and air are instances of insulators, hindering the motion of
electrons high resistance. DC Straight Current. DC is a continual circulation of present in one
direction. DC can stream not just with conductors, yet semi-conductors, insulators, or even a
vacuum. AC Rotating Existing. In Air Conditioner, the flow of present occasionally rotates in
between two instructions, usually forming a sine wave. The regularity of Air Conditioner is
measured in Hertz Hz , as well as is generally 60 Hz for electrical power in residential as well as
service purposes. Completing an electric design level as well as after that obtaining a task in
the area implies you will see a lot a whole lot a great deal of these schematics. It s vital to
comprehend specifically just what is going on with these. Whenever you establish your specific
area of electric engineering, you might see a lot more intricate layouts and also signs. You ll
learn likewise that different countries use various symbols. From easy, zero-cost modifications
to tone-expanding wiring changes, there are many ways to customise, improve and upgrade
your Les Paul. Here are our picks of the very best. Broadly speaking, the categories break down
into cosmetic changes, electrical modifications, and hardware upgrades. In the past, many Les
Paul players shied away from hardware upgrades because they were reluctant to drill holes in a
quality guitar. Nowadays, the range of bridges, tailpieces, tremolos and tuners that will slot right
in place is extensive. The vintage ethos drives many of the electrical modifications, too, with
circuit reconfigurations, capacitor tweaks and the ubiquitous PAF replica pickups. There are
easy and affordable ways to customise and expand your range of tones, and players are no
longer restricted to conventional control layouts or even P and PAF-style pickups. So here are
25 of our top tips for modifying Les Pauls. Covers are usually held in place with two blobs of
solder. Use a Stanley knife to cut through the solder, being extremely careful with your fingers
and the pickup itself, then lift the cover off. This is one of the earliest mods players performed
on their humbucker-equipped Gibsons. It was generally thought at the time that removing the
covers made the pickups sound louder. In fact, players who removed their covers were
probably just hearing a little more treble, because the capacitive effect of the covers caused
high-frequency roll-off. Loose covers can also be a cause of microphonic feedback. Vintage
nickel-silver covers were very thin and kept treble loss to a minimum, but later covers â€”
especially thick brass ones â€” did the upper frequency response no favours. If you wish to buy
a metal jack plate, be sure to double-check that the screw holes will line up with those of the
original. If in doubt, contact the retailer for more information. The solution is simple: a metal
replacement. This is a cheap and reversible modification, but try to ensure the screw holes of
the new plate will line up with the old one. If you want to keep the original look, simply install
the plastic plate on top of the metal one. This can be done permanently or it can be linked to a
switch to give you the option. There are two ways you can replicate this. Alternatively, you can
flip the phase electronically by reversing the hot and cold connections. This is one mod you can
try easily for zero cost. Bonamassa says it gives the guitar a slinkier feel and makes a set of
gauge strings feel more like a In addition to providing an anchor point for the strings, the stop
tailpiece ensures that the strings have a suitable break-angle over the saddles. However, when
the tailpiece is screwed tight to the body, the angle might be too sharp, increasing the chances
of string breakage. One solution is to feed the strings through the tailpiece from the pickup side
and wrap them over the top of the tailpiece. Proponents â€” among them Joe Bonamassa â€”

claim that you get the tonal benefits of tailpiece-to-body contact coupled with more sustain and
a slinkier playing feel, akin to swapping a set of 11s for a set of This picture shows the first
stage of a 50s-style wiring installation. If you own a soldering iron, this is one of the simplest
and cheapest mods around. This means you can turn down your volume control without the
sound muddying up quite so much, and the volume and tone controls also become more
interactive. Fitting an aluminium tailpiece is a cheap and easy modification that improves the
tone of a Les Paul for many players. Faber in Germany offers aluminium tailpieces with various
degrees of relicing. Later on, this changed to zinc, which remains stock on many current
models. Some players claim aluminium gives extra woodiness and more treble with a wider
dynamic range, while zinc fans argue that their preferred metal has more low end and sustain.
Russian made K40Y and K42Y paper-oil capacitors are readily available and cost-effective
equivalents. It is incorrect to say that tone capacitors have no effect on the sound of a guitar
when the tone controls are fully up, because there is always some treble bleed when a tone
circuit is installed, so the value of the capacitor will determine the frequency at which roll-off
occurs. The originals were 0. Some like to experiment with different values too for increased or
decreased treble roll-off. Our best advice is to experiment! Installing no-load potentiometers for
your tone controls may help to make your Les Paul sound brighter and clearer. The obvious
way to keep the tailpiece fixed in position is to screw it flat to the body. Setting it higher softens
the break angle, much like top-wrapping, but the tailpiece may need to be secured. TonePros
locking studs provide an effective solution. Traditional tailpiece studs do not grip stop
tailpieces at all â€” the only thing holding the tailpiece in position is the pull of the strings. Joe
Bonamassa favours nylon saddles for the plain strings on his Gibson signature model. You
might not think that nylon is a classic part of the vintage tone recipe, but s Les Pauls sported
nylon nuts. In an effort to minimise rattle and vibrations, Gibson was using nylon saddles on
several models by the mid s. Reducing friction is always a good idea if your Les Paul has a
Bigsby, while nylon saddles also have a somewhat softer attack and sweeter high end than
brass or steel. The single-line, single-ring Klusons feel smooth and dependable. Increased mass
at the headstock may have enhanced sustain, too. Discussions about guitar setup and
playability often overlook the importance of a well-cut and properly slotted nut. This may be one
for a professional luthier, but you can choose various materials. Much is made of the type of
material used for nuts. Traditionalists insist on bone, some prefer the slippery attributes of
high-tech materials like Graphtech, while Zakk Wylde famously prefers brass. Even so, a nut
can only affect the tone of open strings, so the main reason for installing a new nut would be if
the slots are inaccurately cut or they prove to be too deep after a re-fret. Pre-cut nylon nuts are
available, but often at a steep price. It combines a P and a narrow single coil with a blade
magnet. The coils can be used individually or combined in series for humbucker-type tones.
Image: Seymour Duncan. These days things are simpler and all kinds of options are now
available for humbucker- and Pequipped Les Pauls. Image: Dead Mint Club. Without wishing to
offend anybody, getting into replica plastic parts for Les Pauls will lead you straight to the
lunatic fringe of the relicing scene. Obsessives often engage in heated discussions about
colour, texture and even smell. Then there are knobs, switch tips and poker chips to consider.
Jimmy Page used a lot of trick wiring with his vintage Les Pauls for out-of-phase and single-coil
tones. Any Les Paul with two humbuckers is actually equipped with four pickups: two pairs of
single-coils with each pair wired in series. The regular Les Paul wiring scheme means that the
controls are somewhat interactive. One of the oddities is the way that turning down one of the
volume controls kills both pickups when the pickup selector is in the middle setting. The
downside of the mod is more noticeable treble loss when you turn down the volume controls,
so treble bleed caps may be required. Try pF for starters. Filled holes in the tops of vintage Les
Pauls are the evidence of long-removed Bigsby vibratos. To some, a Les Paul with a Bigsby
looks just as incongruous as a Gretsch without one. Nevertheless, we think Lesters look the
nuts with a Bigsby â€” and you can now install Bigsbys on Les Pauls without drilling any holes
at all, thanks to a company called Vibramate. A specially-designed bracket attaches in place of
the stop tailpiece to secure the front of the Bigsby unit, and the strap button screw clamps it at
the back. It has a movable saddle for the B and G that gives you a much better chance of
achieving accurate intonation. Early 50s-style Les Pauls and Les Paul Juniors had wrap over
tailpieces, so intonation can be compromised. Fortunately, wrap over replacement bridges with
adjustable intonation are readily available. Vintage fans generally prefer ABR-1 style aluminium
tune-o-matic bridges with brass saddles to the later all-zinc Nashville bridges. They can be
swapped, but they require thumbwheel posts with a different diameter. Browns Guitars and
Faber offer the necessary conversion posts. It means you can add all kinds of options to your
guitar without altering its appearance or making the controls too fiddly. Installing extra switches
in Fenders was never a cause for concern, because if you changed your mind, you could always

buy a new pickguard to replace the one you had perforated. So the recent introduction of a
six-way toggle switch that fits in place of the regular three-way is an exciting development.
Called the Free-Way Switch, it provides Lester players with countless options. The Stetsbar has
long been the option for players who want to mount a proper whammy bar on a Les Paul. Key to
the initial success of Paul Reed Smith has to be his hybridisation of the Les Paul and the
Stratocaster, combining traditional Les Paul tones and vibe with Stratocaster ergonomics and a
vintage-style trem that actually stayed in tune. The timing was perfect for a generation grown
weary of day-glo Superstrats. There are now several types of vibrato that can be fitted to Les
Pauls without any necessity to drill extra holes or make irreversible alterations. Pickup
manufacturers may be reluctant to sell you magnets, but suitable alternatives are available from
Stewart-MacDonald and Sensmag Inc. Various types of magnets are used in pickups, and they
all sound different. Powerful ceramic magnets are also popular with rock players who prefer
high output with plenty of brightness. Humbuckers have one magnet and Ps have two, so
remove the cover if necessary , loosen the backplate and slide them out. Pickup height is a vital
ingredient of the fine art of setting up a guitar. Humbuckers have screws at both ends to allow
you to adjust the height of the pickups. Similarly, soapbar Ps have two small screws passing
through the covers that do the same job. The proximity of pickup coils to the strings has a
massive effect. Setting the pickups very high can make them sound overly aggressive and
midrangey the magnetic pull may even reduce sustain. When pickups are set lower the tone can
be sweeter and more open, but they can sound dull and unresponsive if set too low. To optimise
your tone the only tools you need are a screwdriver and your ears. Take time to experiment
before buying a new set of pickups. Image: Historic Makeovers. Optional extras include
Brazilian rosewood boards, trussrod replacement, Royalite rebinding, neck re-setting and nylon
nut replacement. By and large, replica PAF builders have proved more adept at recreating the
look than the toneâ€¦ but, even so, there are a select few that have managed to nail both. A
desire to recreate the looks and tones of late s models seems to inspire the vast majority of
upgrades, and success is largely dependent on the pickups. Certain key ingredients are well
understood, and these include plain enamel magnet wire, butyrate bobbins, maple spacers and
2. Leaving the coils unpotted is vital, too, but the real voodoo part involves getting the tension
of the winding exactly correct and knowing how much to offset the coils. You can buy control
pots from suppliers like Allparts UK, but make sure the shafts are long enough for an archtop
Les Paul. Alternatively, check out pre-wired control assemblies from companies like Emerson
Custom Guitars. The value of volume pots does have an effect on the sound of guitars. As a rule
of thumb, lower-value pots equate to reduced treble Fender use K pots to sweeten up their
single coils. If your LP sounds too dull and dark, measure the volume pots and install K
replacements if Ks are fitted. Conversely, K pots will help to smooth out over-bright trebles.
Some players find the balance they like with a K pot for the neck pickup and K for the bridge.
Check out our essential guides on upgrading your Telecaster , Stratocaster and Gretsch , too.
We check out this golden wonder from in the latest instalment of The Money Shot. Nestled amid
the beautiful Green Mountains of Vermont, Froggy Bottom Guitars crafts fine acoustic
instruments using centuries-old woodworking techniques. For those that are searching for a
band with influences steeped in the golden era but confidently driving it into the 21st century,
look no further. Electric Guitars. Yet, 25 years ago, it became a million-selling commercial
success thanks in part to an appearance from the princess of pop. Essential Guides. Quite
probably. Rory Gallagher was a pioneer with a sound and style as unique as his battered Fender
Strat. Buyer's Guides. Metal machine music: The history of guitars made from metal Tony
Bacon - 18th February From National to Travis Bean, James Trussart and beyond, the bodies
and necks of guitars have been made out of metal for almost a century. Join us as we chart their
history. All Advanced Beginner Intermediate. In the first of a new series, we examine how this
simple and common system for learning the guitar contains hidden depths that could be the key
to unlocking your potential as a musician. Continuing our look at the chord shapes and
sequences used by The Beatles, we get inside the head of Paul McCartney and find a
songwriting genius with an enthusiasm for minor chords and chords from outside the key. We
head into psychedelic territory in our second part of our John Lennon lesson, as we explore the
chords and sequences used by a man spreading his creative wings. Guides DIY Workshop. By
Huw Price. The March issue of Guitar Magazine is out now! Read More. The February issue of
Guitar Magazine is out now! The January issue of Guitar Magazine is out now! The December
issue of Guitar Magazine is out now! The November issue of Guitar Magazine is out now! If you
are re-wiring your Les Paul, building your own, or upgrading the electronics on an imported
copy then you will find this guide useful. There is a full wiring diagram at the end of this article
and we recommend you study it before starting. We will break this guide into four parts which
you can navigate to using the buttons below. Pre-tinning the components before assembly

makes an easier and more solid electrical and mechanical connection. Test it out on a few scrap
parts and wire before starting to get a feel for the flow of your equipment and solder. A clean
and tinned tip is essential for the correct heat transfer into the joint you are creating. We will
start by wiring the initial harness that slots inside the control cavity. There isn't a lot of room in
there and you'll be working with a hot soldering iron - better to work in the open where you can
see what you're doing and eliminate the risk of burning the finish of your guitar. Place the
template under the guitar and trace through. Then drill the holes to M10 to accommodate the
larger shaft diameter of CTS pots 9. The idea is to create the inside of a Les Paul control cavity
as accurately as possible. With the template complete, assemble the 4 pots as per the below
photo. You can also turn the pots inwards at a slight angle. Note - our long shaft k pots come
with 2 hex nuts, a flat washer and a serrated washer. The first nut is used for height adjustment
inside the control cavity. The serrated washer sits in between this nut and the inside of the
cavity ie. The dress washer and the second nut are used to tighten the pot from the other side.
So that order again, nut, serrated washer, flat washer, nut. Lay down a ground wire connecting
each pot together. Using the black cloth wire provided or tinned copper, lay the ground running
from the top left pot neck volume clockwise until you reach the bottom left pot of the template
bridge volume It does not need to be a continuous wire. In fact it is a lot easier to cut the ground
wire provided into 3 - as long as each pot is connected. By putting it on the edge, you leave
more room for grounding the toggle switch and pickup leads on the volume pots which you will
do later. It is recommended that you allow for a little bit of slack in the wires in case you
miscalculated the dimensions of the template compared to your control cavity. Next, ground the
lugs on each pot that will not be used in the circuit. From a birds-eye point of view, these are the
first lugs on each volume pot lug 3 , and the middle lugs on the tone pots lug 2. You can either
use a snippet of ground wire soldered between the lug and the back of the pot or alternatively,
bend the lug back onto the pot and solder. If you decide to bend it back onto the pot, be careful
- if you over do it on the solder, you risk getting some inside the pot via the hole behind the
middle lug. Refer to the diagram further down the page for reference. After completing the
above steps you should now have the initial wiring harness which will simply drop into your
control cavity. The harness is now ready to install into your Les Paul. On to the toggle switch
wiring. Here is our guide to wiring it using braided guitar wire - the Gibson way. Note - your
guitar may vary in length so be sure to double check your lengths before starting. Before we
start - a little lesson on braided guitar wire and how it works. It essentially two wires in one. So
the key is to ensure that the braid is pulled back far enough as to not touch the hot wire. Next make sure you know what the different lugs on the the toggle switch do. The thickest lug in the
middle is the ground. The lugs either side of this are the outputs to the volume controls, whilst
the two lugs on the opposite side are the outputs to the jack. Thread it through and twist making
sure it is secure, apply heat and solder. Refer to the below photos. If you are using heat shrink
rubber tubing, feed it down the wire covering the lug. Use a lighter or heat gun to shrink it. Take
one of the shorter lengths of braided wire you cut earlier, pull the braid back about 2cm and
solder the inner core wire to the volume output lug. Cover the joint with heat shrink tubing as
we have below. Repeat this process using the second shorter length of braided wire and solder
its inner hot wire to the second volume output lug of the switch. Again, if you are using heat
shrink tubing, cover the joint. Finally, take the longer wire and pull its braid back about 5cm and
solder it to the two output lugs on the opposite end of the switch. They are quite rigid, so tread
carefully! You should now have 4 wires in total - 1 unshielded ground wire and 3 lengths of
braided wire all pulling in the same direction. The final step is attaching the bare ground wire we
did in step one to the outer braids of the other three lead wires, thereby grounding the toggle
switch. Pull all of the wires in the same direction as if you were installing it inside the guitar.
Taking the bare ground wire, wrap it around the outer braid of the other three. Make it nice and
snug and solder it from both sides. Use the below photos as a guide. The switch is now ready to
be installed into your guitar and connected to the volume pots and output jack. Fit the toggle
switch into its cavity and feed the three braided wires all the way through the body to the main
control cavity. Tape them back onto the guitar body for now using masking tape as to not
damage or leave any tape residue on the finish. Re-insert and secure your pickups - again, feed
the lead wires through the body to the main cavity. If your pickup lead wires are braided wire,
this can be nightmare getting all 5 wires through the body as it can be a little cramped
depending on your model. With enough fiddling, you'll get them all through. It's worth it in the
end! Finally, place the prewired harness into the control cavity. Its the little details that count.
Using the below 50s Les Paul wiring diagram - install your pickup leads and toggle switch leads
to the volume pots. It is a good idea to slightly "puff" out the braid - you want to be able to freely
pull the inner wire through without it getting caught. The toggle switch lead gets soldered to the
middle lug of the volume pot whilst the pickup leads get soldered to the inout lug below the

middle lug from a birds-eye view. Finally, connect the ground wire coming from the tailpiece to
the back of the neck volume pot as per the diagram. This wire will already be there if you are
re-wiring a Les Paul but if it is your first install, take a 10cm piece of wire which you need to
connect to the tailpiece lug that is nearest the volume pot and solder this wire to the back of the
pot. This may require drilling a hole running from the control cavity through to the tailpiece stud
cavity. The input jack on an electric guitar or bass is the gateway - it is essential that it is wired
correctly to get a clean connection between the guitar and the amp. If it is not correctly wired, it
will either result in some horrific buzz, or no noise at all. Its important to know and identify what
lug on the jack does what so you know exactly what wire goes where. The inner ring in this case
with the Switchcraft stamping on is always the ground. The second lug is the live. Easy enough
right? Now, braided wire has been known to be awkward to work with, whether it be soldering
the ground to the jack or to the back of volume pots and we get emails each week asking for
any tips on how to work with it efficiently. When it comes to the jack, there is one nifty trick in
particular. Yes, it is technicaly push back wire but rather than pushing the outer braid back,
actually unbraid it. Why unbraid it instead of pulling it back we hear you ask? By un-braiding
and then twisting the outer braid as per the below photos, you can easily snip it off leaving a
little ledge on the side. This little ledge goes into the ground lug hole of the jack and it makes it
a damn sight easier to solder. Having unbraided the outer wire, twist tightly and pull to the right.
Using your wire cutters, cut the twisted braid leaving a little ledge on the side. This tiny nick is
what you solder to the ground lug of the jack. If you are using heat shrink rubber tubing or a
similar form of plastic tubing, feed this down the wire and out of the way for now. It needs to be
in place before you solder the joints on the jack however. With the groundwork done, its time to
heat up your soldering iron. Start with the hot lug. Push back the black cloth a couple of mm
and feed it through the outer lug. Apply heat with the soldering iron and feed the solder wire
until the hole is filled. Remove heat and let it cool naturally. Next, repeat the same process with
the outer braid and the inner ground lug of the jack. Place the edge of the already-cut braid you
did earlier through the hole in the lug, apply the heat and feed the solder to complete the joint.
Finally, pull the rubber tubing that you put on earlier back down the wire, as close as you can
get to the ground lug as possible and apply heat to shrink the tube around the wire. This isn't
essential by any means but rubber tubing is great if you use coper or aluminium foil as
shielding equipment inside the cavity of your guitar - if the outer braid comes into contact with
the foil it will create a short circuit. Thats how to wire a jack usi
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ng braided guitar wire. If you've followed the above steps and the other end of the wire is
connected to your toggle switch then you're finished and good to go! That completes our guide
to 50s Les Paul wiring - as well as the components used, the position of the capacitors offers a
wider tonal range and more use of the tone control which is too often redundant in modern
wiring setups. If you are looking for a little more spice, including using push pull pots to coil
split your humbuckers, refer to our wiring diagrams page. SoloDallas has a brilliant in depth
article on rewiring a Gibson SG from the stock modern wiring to the 50s style and the Seymour
Duncan blog has an article explaining the key differences between 50s and modern Les Paul
wiring. Copper Shielding - How to Shield a Guitar. Coil Split Les Paul modern wiring. Coil Split
Les Paul using tone push pull pots. How to wire a 4 Way Telecaster. How to wire a Jazz Bass.
How to Wire a Les Paul Junior. Grounding Braided Guitar Wire.

